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AGE OF COTTON RETURNS - WARNING LABELS FOR POLYESTER 
The damage done to the environment by the rapid use of crude oil derivatives across a host of 

products, including cosmetics, consumer products and 
apparel, over the past 20 years is now reaching the 
crisis level.  For cosmetics the health issues involve 
what your skin absorbs and the way the products are 
biodegradable, disposal methods are the problem with 
plastics and apparel is forced to deal with all of them. 
Could harmful chemicals in the fabric be absorbed into 
the skin? They are not biodegradable thus how do you 
dispose of them. Polyester fiber apparel and home 
textiles releases very harmful microfibers into the water 
supplies each 
time they are 
w a s h e d . 
T h e s e 
microfibers are 
causing real 
c o n c e r n 
because they 
a r e b e i n g 

found in local water supplies in the US and Europe in large 
amounts and also in the fish populations. For the global 
cotton Industry this is the second Grey Swan market event 
of the past 12 months. The first was related which is the 
environmental cleanup in China and their ongoing water 
and air pollution crisis. The second Grey Swan event has now occurred; A California state 

Congressman has introduced a bill which requires a warning label on all 
polyester apparel containing more than 50% polyester. The label will 
warn the consumer that polyester fiber releases micro-fibers when 
machine washed and that those micro-fibers are harmful to the 
environment so the article of clothing should be hand washed.  This bill 
may or may not pass, but is expected to the first of many local actions to 
deal with the problem, it is only the beginning of the problems facing 
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polyester fiber and its sister man-made fibers. 

The rush to endorse the Athleisure wear and its expansion into the 
workplace has allowed man-made fibers to touch almost every 
family. The raw material of these fibers, acrylic, polyester, 
polyamide, spandex and nylon, shed up to 700,000 micro-fibers 
with each washing. Once released into the water system micro-
fibers are extremely difficult to filter and remove. Studies are 
finding the fibers are polluting water supplies; in the United States 
94% of water samples tested contained microfibers.  Micro-fibers 
are not confined only to the water supply but they are also an 
airborne pollutant. As a result of friction, wear and tear and 
discharge from clothes dryer man-made apparel produce micro-
fibers which become dust that can be inhaled, thus allowing toxins 
to be absorbed through the lungs. In addition, when micro-fibers 
reach the rivers and oceans they are ingested by marine life which 
then pollutes a major food supply. 

Since 1980 man-made fiber production has surged 407%, an 
annual growth of 4.6%, but last year the growth slowed to only 2% 
as they lost market share to the wood based cellulose fibers which 
gained 3.2%.  Such growth by the man-made fiber industry has 
taken a significant toll on the environment both from the 
production process and after that at the consumer level.  The 
impact of the petroleum based derivatives on the environment 
cannot be overestimated.  During the past 20 years we have seen 
the invention of a throw away version of almost every product with 
water bottles and apparel two of the most popular. No regard for 
the biogradable nature of the product was considered.  We have 
been astonished by what we have found.  

The map above is from Ocean Atlas and it has identified the five 
largest man-made islands of spongy micro-plastics trash found in 
the oceans today. One off the coast of South America is the size of 
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Mexico. Think about that - a floating man-made fiber trash dump the size of the entire country of 
Mexico. As the world has increased the output of man-made fiber by more than 4 times since 1980 
the original product is still around. From the same raw material as polyester fiber has come the 
plastic bottle. Let this alarming statistic sink in, globally a million plastic bottles are sold every minute 
according to Forbes. Then remember none of these products are biodegradable. It should be easy to 
understand the urgent need for microfibers to be kept out of the environment, water and air, and thus 
human intake. It was interesting that one of China’s first actions in the launch of its cleanup was to 
ban the import of several types of plastics which included plastic water bottles for recycling.  The 
NDRC has further announced a number of measures to halt the spread of plastic pollution.      

As the Age of Cheap Polyester ends this opens the opportunity for cotton to take back lost market 
share. The total global fiber market is estimated to have reached 101.5 MMT, 466.3 million bales of 
cotton, in 2016 and grew further in 2017. Cotton is estimated to account for 25 MMT of that total.  In 
2016 cotton lost market share to both man-made fiber and wood based cellulose products. Wood 
based fibers accounted for 6.6 MMT which is equal to 30.3 million bales which based on this data 
means in 2016 cotton lost 14.7 million bales of global consumption to this segment.  Cotton, wood 
based cellulose, other natural fibers and wool will all benefit from the demise of polyester. Cellulose 
fibers, such as Tencel, and other such products will receive a major boost given the look and feel of 
their end products. 

Cotton has as an advantage since it is completely a product of nature, however, this fact places a 
significant burden on the cotton industry to meet the textile and apparel industry’s requirements. 
Cellulose and bamboo come from nature but the process to convert them into a fiber takes place in a 
lab which eliminates such variables as weather, grower practices and product handling which 
impacts staple length, strength, uniformity, etc. This will put additional burdens on all producers but 
especially those in the developing world. 

Each one percentage gain in the global fiber market means an extra 4.6 million bales in cotton use. 
Cotton usage in 2018/19 is expected to reach a new record and that growth could increase as 
polyester fades. Cotton’s growth will be driven by the higher quality machine picked cotton which can 
compete with polyester and this means that the equivalent of a new Australia, in terms of production, 
is needed for each one percentage gain in market share.  The change to a greater use of natural 
fibers also means that textile supply chains will have to change. 
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PORTUGAL: BUSINESS EXPANDS AS QUALITY IMPROVES  

As cost rise in China and brands and retailers seek to shorten their supply chains Portugal has 
reinvigorated itself as an important sourcing option for non-European companies.  Prior to 2013 the 
EU market dominated Portugal’s textile and apparel exports with Spain, France and Germany taking 
over half of all exports.   In 2017 textile and apparel exports increased to 5.063 billion Euros which 
was just below the record set in 2001. The industry has gone through a transformation from lowest 
cost provider to a medium cost higher quality sourcing option. In 1990’s Portugal was known as the 
“China of Europe”  and in 1999 it joined the EU.  While Europe remains its largest market due to 
proximity exports to the US have been increasing, exports to the US expanded 19.13% in 2017 
reaching 427.318 million USD with cotton products accounting for 245.08 million USD of that total 
reflecting a growth of 21.9%. 

Their largest textile business remains in home textiles, a business the country which has a rich 
history and for which it is known for quality. Exports of cotton towels and bedding to the US reached 
95.119 million USD in 2017 representing steady growth. Apparel exports in cotton have been limited 
to the US and focused on women’s and men’s knit shirts and blouses. Portugal is a small producer 
compared to Turkey which had apparel and textile exports in 2017 near 30 billion USD.  The industry 
is concentrated in the extreme northern part of the country in the regions of Braga and Porto. Cotton 
is an important part of the industry but consumption is small at 155,000 bales.  

As a member of the EU Portugal has labor regulation and higher cost, however, the average labor 
cost is still much cheaper than the major EU states and was below that of Greece in 2016. The 
former Eastern European countries have cheaper labor rates.  Portugal’s minimum wage is currently 
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557 Euro (684 USD) a month and at such a low rate the country is only slightly more expensive than 
Turkey and below many Chinese locations. 

AUSTRALIA PRICES REACH HIGHEST LEVEL OF 2018 SEASON 

Australian growers were active sellers of the 2018 and 2019 crops during the past week as spot 
prices made new highs for both seasons.  For the 2018 season growers appeared to move up 
forward sales to 13 bales or more per hectare, usually forward sales are budgeted at 10 - 11 bales 
per hectare. The 2018 crop is now near 90% or more sold at the grower levels.  Forward prices for 
the 2018 crop reached 587 Australian Dollars a bale with some premium for March, April and May 
delivery on March 1st. The 2019 crop is also now well sold even without the needed water supplies 
assured as prices reached 552 Australian Dollars a bale.  The 2020 crop reached 521. While trading 
was active a major rain producing system began to move across Queensland. In Emerald where 
harvest has been underway 158 mm was recorded in the week ending February 28th.  In South 
Burnett, a small valley which grows cotton, sorghum, and mung beans, heavy rains caused flooding. 
This region has been cloudy and humid for the last two weeks. Cotton lost top fruit with about 15% of 
the crop open. Growers had been expecting about 12.5 bales per hectare but have reduced 
estimates to 10 bales according to Gary Chesterfield, a local crop consultant.   

The forecast has the rains expanding and 
reaching northern NSW by March 3rd – 7th. 
Overall, while rains will help finish crops and 
start to boost water supplies for 2019 the entire 
belt now needs the start of an extended clear, 
dry period to start to move this crop into 
harvest. Rains past this point will carry the 
danger of lowering quality and impacting yields. 
Approx. 500,000 bales of the 2018 crop have 
now been harvested.  

The world is depending on a high grade Australian 
crop. The CFR basis has remained unchanged at 
1625 points on May for a SM 1 5/32 g-5, 29 GPT 
Min., 1525 for a Middling. The early harvested 
higher grade offers have begun to show up with a 
SM 1 7/32 offered at 1800 on May and a 1 3/16 at 
1700 on May. These offers are at about 300 point 
or more premiums to the remaining US long staple 
high grades (the reason being the P & D schedule 
offered no premium for above 37 staple and the 
invert).  

INDIAN COTTON QUALITY REMAINS A PROBLEM 
India appears to be experiencing a cotton quality crisis as seed cotton deliveries continue to be 
dominated by yellow seed cotton. Yellow color is a significant problem for spinners because later in 
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processing it affects the performance of the cotton. Approximately 35% of all seed cotton deliveries 
are reporting excessive yellow color which is linked to the cotton being picked with too high of 
moisture content and then stored. It’s proven very hard to find buyers for this cotton and growers are 
experiencing a high level of rejection. It is also leading to steep discounts for the impacted seed 
cotton.  The problem is impacting ginners and also reducing grower income. Spot cotton prices have 
been firm for the better grades with the 29 staple S-6 remaining near 81 US cents a lb., ex gin. 

Daily deliveries slowed to 130,600 bales by March 1st. Both the size and quality of the crop are an 
issue. Demand for imported US cotton has remained strong despite the lower mike of the Texas crop. 
Indian mills appear drawn to the US cotton first by the very heavy discounts, a Middling EMOT 1 1/8, 
2.7 mike is selling into south India at even to 50 points on. Spinners report a 4 - 5% improvement in 
the yarn outturn because of the lower contamination.  Mills in Gujarat are also taking up US cotton. 
The demand for the higher quality, lower contamination cotton in India has increased as Indian 
exporters have gained market share in the US which demands higher quality cotton, especially in 
some home textile products.  

The Indian government 
continues to wrestle with a 
subsidy method which truly 
provides aid to the farmer.  
The Telangana government 
announced it will provide 
growers with an 8,000 
Rupee per acre subsidy 
payment in two payments 
to allow growers to pay for 
c r o p i n p u t s . I t a l s o 
announced a free power 
s c h e m e f o r f a r m e r s 
irrigating their crops.  The 
scheme is expected to be 
very expensive reaching 
7.2 million farmers and cost 
the state 10% of its budget. 
Telangana became India’s 
29th state in 2014 when it 
was separated from the northwestern part of Andhra Pradesh.  It is a very important cotton producing 
state which was hit by sizeable losses from Pink Boll worm in 2017. 
 

U S C O T T O N E X P O R T 
SHIPMENTS REVEAL MAJOR 
INFRASTRUCTURE FLAWS 

US export shipments continue to lag the level 
needed to fill demand. Actually, the export 
shipments for the week ending February 22nd 
were surprising as shipments totaled only 278,700 
running bales of upland and 12,100 of Pima. This 
should not be happening; the USDA FSA report 
for the week ending February 17th showed that 
Bales Made Available for Shipment stood at 
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1,262,152 bales, yet shipments lagged. US cotton  infrastructure, and US infrastructure in general, 
are operating at capacity in many areas with all segments failing to meet record demand. US exports 
of cotton and agriculture products are battling with record imports of almost all consumer products at 
the port and then competing again for trucks due to the added competition from record E-Commerce 
sales.  The logistical problems for cotton start at the warehouses which have simply not modernized 
their operation. Reports of some warehouses taking several hours to load or unload a truck abound 
and hours of operation remain a problem, lunch closures continue. The US cotton industry has been 
fighting to modernize this sector for some time now. Next you have a shortage of truck drivers due to 
new regulations reducing the number of hours they can drive, increased number of breaks and 
recordkeeping demands from everywhere.  The shortage of trucks is tied to the shortage of drivers 
who are qualified and trained.  

The implementation of the Electronic Logging Device (ELD) in early December is part of a new 
mandate requiring all truck drivers to install a device that automatically logs driving time, engine 
hours, vehicle movement, miles driven and location information.  This appears to be one of the 
triggers for the current crisis. Driving for Amazon or other E-Commerce delivery services locally is 
more attractive than long-haul trucking which takes drivers away from home for extended periods.  
Then we have the congestion at the ports associated with record imports thanks to the fact that the 
USA has outsourced its complete supply chain across most major industries. As the economy 
expanded so has the volume of import.  The US trade deficit in 2017 was 566 billion USD which was 
the largest since 2008. The US imported more food, feed, and beverages than it exported in 
December for example.  It is extremely alarming the extent to which these various supply chains 
have been outsourced.  All these supply chains depend on Logistics.  

Under these conditions trucks face long lines at the ports and increased expenses.  The map from 
the global shipping line, Hapag-Lloyd, sent out at the first of February reveals just how congested 
everything is at the major cotton shipping ports. The Savannah and Houston ports, which are major 
cotton ports are significantly impacted. We have heard that warehouse space at the Port of Houston 

is in short supply and 
expensive.  Port space is 
tight and some exporters 
are attempting to avoid it 
for cotton because of 
time and cost. We saw 
o n e r e p o r t w h i c h 
indicated that Jan/Nov 
US imports from Asia 
w e r e u p 3 3 . 8 % a t 
Houston  with 2 new 
Asian serving shipping 
lines adding service. 
Imports at the East Coast 
ports in contrast were up 
8.2%.  Again this shows 
the surge in impor t 
growth at Houston. It was 
interesting to note that 

recent deliveries on March ICE futures were focused on Cotton stored in Houston warehouses which 
may suggest the deliveries were logistics driven.  

Los Angeles and Long Beach are the largest export ports for US cotton while Savannah and Houston 
are the next largest ports.  In past years the Port of Houston has handled more than 2 million bales 
which make it a very important port. If this volume of cotton is disrupted than it would equal over 
166,000 bales a month.  Given the level of demand the US should be exporting 450,000 bales a 
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month and it is failing . Since the week ending December 7th the US has exported from 148,200 to 
432,463 bales a week which is far below the volume needed or what the infrastructure should be 
able to handle.  
 
The weekly export volume of upland 
cotton shipped in the first 29 weeks 
of the season has been quite 
disappointing when compared to the 
record demand, given the strong 
level of sales. Sales in the week of 
February 22nd were very brisk at 
294,100 running bales of upland and 
5,400 of Pima for 2017/18 shipment 
and 118,200 for 2018/19. So far, total 
sales volume for both upland and 
Pima have reached 14.094 million 
bales and if the US sells 200,000 
running bales  during remaining 
weeks left in the season export sales 
will reach 18.634 million bales and 
after domestic consumption means 
the US will utilize more than 22 
million bales.  However the US 
export shipments have failed to meet 
anywhere near such a level. 

Now, with the USDA reducing its export shipment estimate and 22.7 weeks left in the season weekly 
shipments will have to average 365.980 bales per week the reminder of the season to meet even this 
much reduced goal. This been done only once in 2017/18. We have been optimistic that the export 
shipments  would soon be able to catch up, this is increasing becoming a difficult task as time 
advances and none of the major problems are solved.  This is important because the reliability of US 
shipping has been one of the industry’s major selling points. Exporters face increased cost as each 
of the issues has raised prices . It also raises the issue of current basis levels for US cotton. Despite 
the quality issues US EMOT CFR Asia offers for a SM 1 5/32  premium mike remain very cheap in 
historical terms at 1275 points on May and July. New crop is offered at near the same level at 1300 
points on Dec and March.  

ICE FUTURES REMAIN RANGE BOUND WITH RESISTANCE 
AGAIN NEAR HIGHS 

March began with record volatility  across the global futures markets  with a host of issues causing 
the swings. First early on March 1 a series of algorithm trading systems triggered large volume 
selling stimulating  flash crashes across many markets within just a few seconds including cotton. 
May cotton dropped a 100 points in a flash which then over the next few hours triggered additional 
selling that extended losses to over 200 points. At the same time other market fell sharply with Crude 
Oil falling near 1.5 USD a barrel.  Then this selling was followed a rally in many markets from new 
system buying which was very heavy on the close of many markets which was believed to reflect the 
allocation of new funds to the commodity sector.  Overall May ICE futures appeared to encounter 
resistance as it attempted to challenge the previous highs. This resistance came from trade selling 
associated with the final hedging of unsold US 17 inventories and the 2018 and 2019 Australian 
crops. Another sign of slowing demand at least from traders was a weakening in the US FOB basis , 
however the weakness is focused on Texas only. While the FOB basis in the Southeast is at 50 
points on May and 100 off in Delta the East/South Texas basis reached 700 off May last week and 
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the West Texas basis hit a low of 750 points off May. These levels did improve to 581 and 631 off 
after Thursday’s losses.  The size of the Texas crop would suggest basis pressure then you add the 
problems with the Texas ports, the lows in the Texas basis are the widest in two years. This means 
large losses for growers, with a base grade of 41-4-34 growers which have low mike, bark, low 
strength face very big discounts. 

ICE futures have done overall a very good job of reflecting  global prices and developments, however 
the logistics issues appear to have now reached the point that they could impact futures. The March 
futures experienced deliveries that appear focused on the Houston area ports. Is this related to the 
problems with these ports ? US export sales have continued to the point that the US could totally sell 
every bale in inventory however if the cotton is sold but unshipped can the futures be inverted or will 
they be forced to reflect carry? Market inverts are always hard to maintain and merchants holding 
unshipped inventory when futures are offering a 500 point premium this would offer a greater profit 
then the sale itself. We raise the issues because in this world of all electronic trade the spread 
differences can play a  role in the behavior of some Algorithm trading systems. Last week’s spread 
relationships already could begin to cause some Algo movement. The volume of speculative fund 
flow into ICE is increasing which means greater volatility in the period ahead.  Adding to the anxiety 
of the markets was last week’s trade concerns as the US Administration announced import tariffs on 
Steel and Aluminum . These did not appear focused on China but more on Canada and EU. The real 
concern  is for the US Agriculture sector which is one of the largest export groups, the fear is that 
Agriculture exports  could be impacted by any trade retaliation.  

The price action of Thursday created an outside range reversal in the May contract which suggest 
strong resistance at 83 cents. Unless the logistics issues can be resolved  May and July futures may 
loss some of their upside potential and become much more lethargic in their behavior.  

2018/19 futures found support last week from the continued dry weather across the US High Plains 
region and the allocation of additional new longs from the Index Funds . We expect continued 
resistance as Dec nears the 78/80 cent region. Support is expected to be strong in any setbacks 
toward the 72/74 region.  
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This newsletter and any other information relating to Jernigan Commodities Global, LLC and its offer of services, whether 
given orally or in writing or in electronic form, has been prepared for information purposes only. This newsletter may contain 
statements, opinions, estimates and projections provided in respect of future periods. Such statements, opinions, estimates 
and projections reflect various assumptions concerning future results, which may or may not prove to be correct. As a 
result, no representation, warranty or undertaking, expressed or implied, is or will be made or given in relation to the 
accuracy of any such statement made in this brochure. In particular, but without limitation, no representation or warranty, is 
given as to the achievement or reasonableness of future projections or the assumptions underlying them, management 
targets, valuation, opinions, prospects and returns, if any. Consequently the recipient of this newsletter must make their 
own investigations and must satisfy themselves as to the particular needs of the recipient and seek professional 
independent advice. Jernigan Commodities Global, LLC disclaims all liability at law and in equity from any and all damages, 
loss, claims, liability, costs and expenses of whatever nature arising directly or indirectly out of any act, omission or decision 
made by the recipient in reliance upon this brochure or any statements made by any director, officer, employee or agent of 
Jernigan Commodities Global, LLC. 
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